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Introduction  
Probe brane duals of 3+1d, 2+1d strongly coupled gauge 
theories

Mass generation/symmetry breaking dynamics from B 
fields

T & m  phase diagrams – symmetry restoration

First order transitions

Second order transitions

BKT transitions

Non-mean field second order transitions

Wilsonian Effective Potentials



AdS/CFT Correspondence





We will treat D7 as a probe – quenching in the gauge theory 

Minimize D7 world volume with DBI action
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The Field Theory

N=4 SYM bulk

N=2 3+1d 
quarks

SO(4) x SO(2) symmetry 

A hypermultiplet mass breaks SO(2)



We will treat D5 as a probe – quenching in the gauge theory 

D5

Minimize D5 world volume with DBI action

S 5
6

D5

Karch, Randall



The Field Theory  DeWolfe, Freedman, Ooguri

N=4 SYM bulk

2+1d brane 
hypermultiplet

A hypermultiplet mass breaks SO(3)   SO(2)



D5

SO(3)



Magnetic Field Induced Chiral Symmetry Breaking 
Johnson, Filev, Kundu….

B “just” breaks 
conformal 
symmetry…



Finite T - AdS-Schwarzschild
Asymptotically 
AdS, SO(6) 
invariant at all 
scales… horizon 
swallows 
information at rH   
…. Witten 
interpreted as finite 
temperature… 
black hole… has 
right 
thermodynamic 
properties… 

Quarks are 
screened by 
plasma



First Order Chiral Symmetry Restoration – B + T



At finite density the Fermi-sea of quarks fills up to an energy 
called the chemical potential

We can think of m as a background vev for the temporal 
component of the photon…

Chemical Potential

µ induces quarks to fill the 
vacuum…. ie a spike of strings 
grows between the D5 and the 
D3…



Second 
Order Chiral 
Symmetry 
Restoration 
– B + m



Phase Diagram for B Field Theory, 3=1d, m=0
JHEP 
1003:132,2010. 
e-Print: arXiv:
1002.1885   [hep-
th] 



The QCD Connection
The DBI action for the quarks that gives cSBing 
with B

is very similar to the DBI action in a 
background (non-back reacted) running 
coupling… 

(



Walking encourages first 
order transition

Breaking the r-L symmetry

QCD-like 
phase 
diagrams…

Phase Diagrams
NE, K-Y K, Gebauer, Magou, arXiv:1109.2633 [hep-th]



Magnetic Field Induced Symmetry Breaking, 2+1d 
Johnson, Filev, Kundu….

Put in B thorough 
susy partner of  
mesons..

+ mu + T….



Phase Diagram for B Field Theory, m=0

e-Print: arXiv:
1003.2694   [hep-
th] 

BH wants to eat…

Density wants to 
spike

B wants to curve 
off axis



Second Order Mean Field Behaviour

A mean field second order transition is just an effective Landau -
Ginsberg (Higgs) Model



Exponential scaling of 
order parameter away 
from the transition…

Holographic Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless 
Transitions

Key is in D3/D5 system d and B 
have same dimension…  

T=0 transition changes…



Small rho limit solutions:

Instability of flat embedding

B and d enter on same footing because same dimension…. For fixed 
d raising B triggers complex D -  an instability that correctly predicts 
the transition point…



Small rho limit mass

You can rewrite the EoM as a 
Schroedinger equation

The Schroedinger well becomes 
unstable (A > 1/4) with an infinite 
number of  negative energy states 
growing from zero… leading to 
exponential behaviour…

0+1d theory rules 
IR?



From Mean-Field 2nd Order to BKT with Kristan Jensen 

If we add a phenomenological operator O that causes 
symmetry breaking but is not dim 2…  B+d triggers BKT…. O
+d is second order mean-field… what about O+B+d:

D = 1
D  =  5/4

Faulkner, Horowitz, Roberts - arXiv:1008.1581 [hep-th] 

arXiv:1008.1889 [hep-th]



Effective Theory
Start from a mean field effective potential… in IR we  found an 
effective 0+1d theory… the natural potential term for a dimension 
1 field would be  a f  
 
We saw that qq had effective dimension 



A Wilsonian approach to the effective field theory

The free energy of the field 
theory is given by the action 
of these curves and one 
would like to plot

But except for the turning points 
of the potential it is totally 
degenerate!!

What is going on with off-shell 
states?

Holography gives UV solutions for D7/D5 embeddings for any 
quark condensate… we pick out the physical states by 
regularity in the IR … eg pure B theory…

arXiv:1107.5318 [hep-th] 



A Wilsonian Approach to the Effective 
Potential…

Introduce a two scale cut off 

e+ = 2
e- = 1

Consider potential 
generated by integrating out 
physics above e

The second scale is there to 
make it a consistent Euler-
Lagrange problem…

We can take e+     e- simply 
here…

(ambiguity in definition of RG 
scale?)



The N=2 Theory

Seems sensible… complex 
point indicates integrated from 
IR theory?



• In the UV the bare lagrangian favours c=0
• At intermediate cut offs we get a second order transition to 

symmetry breaking vacuum (cf Coleman Weinberg) 
• In the deep IR all states but the true vacuum are integrated out 

– hence the degeneracy

e = 0.5, 0.47, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.001
N=2 Theory + B



Here the solutions do not 
diverge but end at r=0  but..

They have a cusp at r=0

They have an unsourced 
gauge field describing d

Myers & Mateos taught us to 
only take those that end at 
r=0

F1s connect the D3 and D7 
providing the density…

  



We again introduce a cut off 
via two scales to begin with… 
we must  include the flat case 
and the true  vacuum.. So we 
must set up L(r=0)=0

More generally 
L(r=e)=0 seems natural

Now when we take 

e+         e- 

we get a spike as shown…

The Wilsonian theory sees all 
the IR physics at the cut off



e, d at B=1 phase 
structure… mainly first 
order but BKT end point…

Deep IR potential with 
changing d



Conclusion

Strongly coupled phase diagrams with rich structure 
arXiv:1002.1885 [hep-th], arXiv:1003.2694 [hep-th], arXiv:1103.5627 [hep-th], arXiv:
1107.5053 [hep-th] 
 

Non mean-field quantum critical points…arXiv:1008.1889 [hep-th] 

Wilsonian derivation of effective potential… arXiv:1107.5318 [hep-th] 

QCD/BSM/Condensed matter applicability? Inflation, 
technicolor,… 


